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COALITION OF NUNAVUT DEAs

JANUARY 9 2008
TELECONFERENCE
Attendees: Jeeteetah Merkosak
Lori Idlout

Alice Ladner
Johnny Kootook

Simon Kuliktana
Katherine Trumper

Background – The deadline for submissions to the Standing Committee on
Health and Education is January 11, 2008. Presently Bill 21 is being reviewed.
Part of their review involves asking the public to offer comments.
The Coalition of Nunavut DEAs has been involved for more than two years. Our
Chair, Jeeteetah Merkosak sat on the Education Act Steering Committee to put
forward the views of parents.
Following are comments from our researcher who is helping with the writing of
our comments for the Standing Committee:
Katherine – Some parts of Bill 21 directly affect DEAs. Legislation is difficult for
ordinary people to read and then offer comments on to the standing committee.
The comments have been prepared from notes from the steering committee and
the Coalition meetings in which Education Act was discussed. Also from the
Iqaluit DEA paper ‘Preliminary Comments on a New Education Act for Nunavut’
which they prepared in May, 2005.
Bill 21 Comments is a section by section comment – some sections didn’t need
comment – sections commented on are the bigger issues. These have to be true
to what DEAs are experiencing. The issues dealt with on a day to day level that
involve principals – on how they did their work – there was no interest in what the
DEA thought. In dealing with this legislation, if anyone present believes that
things have improved or changed, we will need to modify our report to reflect
what has been experienced.
Another area is discipline – the Iqaluit DEA got input from the community –
people really wanted to see methods other than suspensions. Therefore, it was
disappointing to see five pages of text devoted to suspensions and no text on
alternatives such as Restitution, and Inuit practices that are being attempted.
What issues are troublesome for DEAs because of their lack of authority?
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The overall observation was that the DEAs said if the government was not
bringing back school boards, then DEAs need more authority. Right now it is
clear that DEAs have not received more authority. The principals can ignore
DEAs – The government’s responses seem to be giving DEAs more
responsibility but not more authority. It is up to you to decide. The letter and
comments can be changed in whatever way you want.
Lori – I’ve looked at and reviewed both the letter and the comments on Bill 21
with the recommended changes. I like the way the letter is written to the Standing
Committee. However, the language is a little weak. Can it be strengthened to
show the level of frustration we have in terms of trying to improve the education
system. In Iqaluit, I find the perception of authority is not there. People don’t think
the DEA is doing enough. I think that has to do with the Dept. of Education which
has basically divided and conquered in taking away the voice of the community. I
completely agree with the comments we have made about not having alternative
ways in helping to improve a child’s life.
KT – The comment on the weakness of the language is a good one and one that
depends on your voice. I tried to be friendly. The GN is very sensitive to criticism
– I didn’t know where we wanted the language to be: weak/friendly or strong and
angry.
Simon – I like strong and angry.
Lori – Since this is the second time around, we need to be adamant about it.
One thing I observed too was – I usually think when legislation is drafted there is
a framework to each part – there are 17 different parts – but no consistent vision,
no consistent format. Maybe each part should have a specific stated purpose,
time frame, and duties. Bill 21 is not user friendly – I had to read the section on
suspensions two or three times to see how it would work.
Simon – My interpretation was: As you know, DEAs want more authority, but
looking at Bill 21, the principal can still suspend a student up to 5 days without
notice to the DEA – that’s very disturbing to me. A principal can do it, but we are
trying to promote an atmosphere that DEAs are the caregivers.
KT – The Iqaluit DEA said suspensions are the reactive end; why not create an
environment on the prevention side that works far better for students? I was
surprised to see so much emphasis on the reaction side.
Lori – I totally got that sense as well. A good comment the Coalition could make
is ‘what are the measures of accountability for the Department of Education?’
The Minister has authority and that’s it. The IDEA has found no sense of who is
accountable for what.
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KT – GN is giving authority to the Francophones. They will say it is in the charter,
but that’s no reason not to do it for DEAs as well.
Simon – We should send that message loud and clear.
Jeeteeta – The Francophones feel more at home in Nunavut than we are.
Simon – In going through the Bill, #4 on school programs – We are trying to
improve the relationship between communities and schools – This section is
totally a 100% turn around. I want Jeeteetah to be loud and clear on this item as
well – parents and community will be reluctant to go into the schools. I found it
very offensive.
Lori – One last comment that I would want in the letter is that I disagree with the
part they put in for the replacement of the Coalition – I think it is incredible that
they put in a directive for what the new organization would be and what they
would do – that they set out roles for what the Coalition should do.
KT – When a list of responsibilities gets into legislation, it pretty well has got to be
that way. GN can’t tell the Coalition what to do with other funding – to put in the
legislation: this is the organization, this is its name and this is what it is going to
do – this is condescending.
Lori – We can get the support of the Standing Committee by letting them see
there is work that is already done by the Coalition. We may get their support – we
could make them see why this legislation shouldn’t be run by the bureaucrats.
KT – What I’m hearing is that the letter needs to be shortened and toughened up
a bit.
Lori – Don’t beat around the bush in the letter, get to the point. The standing
committee will have legislation to review and other submissions. The final
statement should concern the drafting of legislation. They should involve the
Coalition and DEAs.
KT – I think we can expect the Standing Committee to ask the Coalition to give a
presentation. We can say we already exist, recognize us.
Simon – Either recognize us or bring back the boards.
Alice stated that the Coalition needed to plan a date for a face-to-face meeting in
Kugluktuk. Since we are out of time, we will make the arrangements by e-mail.
Finished: 4:00 p.m.
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